SPF Notes 11‐11
Intros
Chris asked that we all be at $197.
Harrison Coerver
Self intro, 25 yrs as consultant to nonprofit sector
The New Environment for Assns
1. Time
2. Value; ROI
3. Membership Diversity
4. Gnerational Values
5. Competition
6. Technology
Assns are not well aligned with this new environment.
Model
Time Intensive
Slow, tradition bound
Homogenious member
Face to tface/print
Package of svsc

Environment
time pressures
accelerating change
specialization and consolidation
digital
what I want when I want

5 member board
 Are boards an asset or a liability?
 Need to be more careful w boards and selection process
Empowered CEO/New Staff Skills
 Underutilized CEO and staff
 Volunteers out of time and depth
 Objective: optimize human capital
 Industry or prof expertise on staff
Rigorously define member market
 Mkts are dynamic
 Assns attempting to serve a market that is not there anymore
 Smaller market, but membership with higher value added
Rationalize programs and services
 Volume equals value
 Downsides of diversification
 How many businesses can assns be in? – causes silos, competitive disadvantage
 The power of a narrow product line
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Build a Robust Technology Framework
 The technology mindset
 Take the assn to the member
 The total technology “spend”
 Rapid shift from print to digital, faster than expected
 Finding and allocating the resource required
Strategies for Success ‐ tomorrow

Philanthropic orgs have downsized
 Elks
 Etc
DISCUSSION
 Core group of tools or wide product line
 The tools define what we do
 The challenge is that we don’t want to get too far out
 Sometimes it’s easier to change people than to change people
o Partly the tools but also the demographics
 We need a massive infusion of youth in our leadership
o Need to expedite progression of youth through ranks
Membership as % of licensees
LO 28 1994
HI 41
AV 35
11 38
RELEVANT ORGANIZATIONS
Fire Dept
CAR
AA
Religions orgs
Schools
Us government
Humane society
Veterans organizations
Girl/boys scouts
Animal rescue
Facebook/Online Orgs
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WHY RELEVANT
Stage of Life – what I am doing now
Something I cannot do on my own
Fulfills a social need
Provides support
Source of business/economic value
Protection/security
Should be more interested in coming up with tools to help local AORs survive.
MEMBER MARKET
How many? 160 K
Define the member market and rank relevance:
Residential 10
Commercial 1
Brokers 10/8
Managers 7/8
Salespersons: 5
Legal hotline users 10
Unlicensed assistance 0‐5
Productive 6/unproductive 1‐3
Young/old
PT/2nd job
Specialists
Large brokers
Small brokers
Property mgmt.
Appraisers
Involved/uninvolved

Reconvene at 8:15 on Wed
Core member = real estate practitioner
Why HC has been invited to speak?
 To evaluate 3‐way agreement
 There are threats
o External Black Swan (Unexpected unfavorable event) NOTE: #S below = member votes
 MLS alternatives 17
 Social media as
 Zillow/US MLS
 Industry consolidation 2
 Uncertainty regarding finance 12
 MID 6
 Slow recovery of housing 7
 Consumer access to data that once was proprietary to Rs 1
 Agents/brokers figuring out how to operate w/o org RE 3
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Voluntary or legal Challenge to 3‐way agreement
Staying on top of Technology 10
Competition from Specialized industry groups 2
Global flow of money 2
Retention of US as safe harbor 0
Local AOR Competition with each other/Survival 5
Value of homeownership 3
Distressed sales and complexity of transaction/speed of transaction 2
Complexity and velocity of transactions 2
Large brokers competiting with AORs 0

Internal
o Member utilization of CAR tools 3
o Lack of use of education 1
o Professionalism: education, ethics, standards of practice, etc. 2
o Promotion of value 4
o CAR governance structure 6
o Identifying our target member market/customer base 8
o Member communication 4
o Competition challenges zipform 5
o Volunteer succession/aging CAR leadership 6
o Large broker defection 12
o Loss of top 5 CAR staff members 3
o Technology 2
o Lack of experience in responding to social media
o Cost of membership 1
o Broker/agent profitability 1
o Decrease in volunteer political activity
o INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATION/DIVESITY
o MLS Alternatives 8

Threat to zipform
Member understanding of R‐value proposition to clients

Survey questions: do you have another job full‐time or part‐time outside of your work as a REALTOR?
TO DO: Explore feasibility of creating a richer database on our membership
MyNAR – zipForm fill‐in‐blanks before renwing for next yr
DRE‐CAR membership crosswalk
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IMPLEMENTING ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
Use questions to start dialogue; can use to gauge appetite for change


Don’t change without data
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Kotter’s guidelines for change
 Establish a sense of urgency
 Powerful guiding coalition
 Create vision of why taking change and what will be the outcome (picture the promise)
 Communicate vision empower others to act (remove obstacles to change)
 Short term wins (engineer things so short‐term wins happen)
 Consolidate improvements (don’t declare victory too soon)
 Institutionalize change

CLOSING COMMENTS
 how do we align resources with issues (Are we addressing our biggest threats)
 need to focus on lack of use of member tools by members. This is where we can be sticky and
become indispensable to members.
 Biggest benefit has been prioritization of issues, so challenge is to take prioritized issue and
compare vs our 5 yr view to make sure we are in alignment
 Next steps
John Wong: What makes us relevant? Why do they want to pay?
JOEL FIRESIDE CHAT
CAR is a hybrid of a hybrid
 Trade assn w for‐profit
 Trade assn.
160K is 41% of revenue, plus 300k outside CA who use forms, plus 1000 who spend 1000 on forms
Brokers who tell workers (salespeople) they have to join the union
Traditional trade assn. that fundamentally focuses on leg, legal, policy, etc.
Also have for‐profit revs that create a wedge…strategic
Measure success, not by profitability of entity but by profitability created for members, by raising their
top line and/or cutting their costs
Top priority should be helping member make next dollar, not internal issues, communications, etc.
Focus should be to create value by creating products that help members make money, and
environments that make it difficult for outsiders to enter, along with legal/legislative concerns.
Not concerned about membership, but MLS (?). Strength in membership comes from compulsion and
inertia.
Awareness is there, but people don’t consciously think of it. People have a sense of belonging.
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Public response is better on Zillow and Trulia than Realtor.com
Changing nature of mkt place allows others to compete in a market we have historically dominated
What is the mkt share of res business? Competition is FSBOS, institutions selling properties.
There are systems that reduce complexity and costs, thereby opening things up to non‐Rs and do‐it‐
yourselfers. Decision support.
Erosion of R share is key… won’t go route of travel industry because of infrequent, high cost complex
transactions, and legal shield, uniqueness of property.
Possible ideas for new product development:
1. Members need time management, sales skills, and negotiation skills.
2. May need more webinars
3. Need more property management education
4. Maybe we need a business technology committee or forum
a. Also need to consider staffing of MLS committee – lawyers (now) or techies?
b. Product orientation segment
c. Think tank segment
Talk of specialty groups…many new entrants are subsidized
Top priority
 Eliminate commercial
Don’t have to worry about agent profitability, but about broker profitability
Real state is not a bad place to be once we get through this mess.

Local AORS –
 Scale is important, but there tends to be a greater personal touch between AORs and members
 A lot of communications and product mix is same across AORs of the state
Q: Maybe we are not treating this as a profession?
A: Yes, but govt is unwilling to increase regulation. Recently got wise about regulating mortgage
industry. The real issue is our concept of professionalism, on which we are split and noncommittal. CAR
has been pretty careful about not telling industry what to do or whom to hire. We do not know who will
be successful.
Q: Most important thing we can do is help members in their business. Our charge early in next yr is to
look at where we can make a difference. Example, why aren’t we doing CDPE?
A: we have a certification in that area specific to HAFA but we did not go fast enough and went after the
wrong target. (8 to 1 CDPE vs HAFA transactions). There is more slime than ever.
Follow Up: Not too late to jump on that. CAR can do a better job.
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BETWEEN NOW AND NEXT MTG, WE SHOULD LET STAFF KNOW WHERE MEMBERS ARE SPENDING
MONEY ON TRAINING, ETC. MAYBE NEW OPPORTUNITIES IN SHORT ORDER.
Follow up: That would be a tremendous member benefit. Most agents still have not been trained in
short sales and how to close. Need to be able to spot problems ahead of time.
There are a lot of dangerous legal issues and we have been behind recent changes by BofA and Freddie
Mac.
Success more from a bunch of small successes than from one killer app.
As tough as the environment is, CAR is well positioned to make a difference. Question is where to
devote resources.
Longer term, we need to consider the extent to which we want to be an advocacy organization.
Members vote w feet (voluntary contributions) and say NO. Are we targeting enogh at core
membership? No, spending $2m on directors, but just $10K on industry leaders. To some extent, we are
a country club to a degree, but we need to evaluate direction. Lastly, the role of SPF is to create an
environment that is more fertile for CAR to be first‐mover.
NEXT BOOK: That used to be us, Tom Friedman and Michael Mandelbaum
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